Technical seminars

New repair techniques and cost-effective work processes – only a trained team can make efficient use of innovative paint technology. To keep you up-to-date, Spies Hecker holds seminars geared to practical needs. Please find short descriptions of the seminar contents.

Substrates and pretreatment seminar

According to the Mercedes Benz paint manual this seminar communicates the right product/system for different refinish procedures. You find out all about how to process modern vehicle substrates and paintwork. Special importance is attached to selecting the right product system, possible alternatives and putting them into practice. The seminar helps you to achieve higher throughput and lower costs with the aid of dry sanding systems.

Speed repair seminar

This seminar communicates practical knowledge for the repair of minor damage. The participants find out the advantages and even the limits of this process. The focus of this paint seminar is on the teaching of practical skills for quick and efficient repairs.

New technologies seminar

This technical seminar gives you a detailed insight into efficient products and new methods. The focus is on innovative products such as the new waterborne base coat Permahyd Hi-TEC 480 and digital colour identification. This is where practitioners can obtain plenty of background knowledge and learn the tools of the trade.

Tinting seminar

At the tinting seminar, you refine your mastery of colours and effects. The focus is on the concentrated teaching of craft skills connected with a theoretical background. The seminar is compact, effective and geared to practical needs – from the subjective assessment of colours through to the tinting of metallics and pearl effects with waterborne base coat.
Efficiency seminar
The seminar is targeted specifically at executive staff (bodyshop manager) and supplies technical knowledge and management skills. The contents are efficient repair processes, precise job scheduling and the efficient use of energy. It is a practical guide to business optimization and to determine the needs of your customers.

Duration of the seminars: 2.5 days
Venue: Spies Hecker Center, Cologne
Registration via regional consultant.